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R398bodies or by using a gain-of-function
allele of Notch) can rescue the
detrimental effects of sleep deprivation
on learning.
One interpretation of these data is
that the reduced Notch signaling
following sleep deprivationmay explain
the learning impairment seen after
sleep deprivation. An alternative trivial
explanation for these results is that the
learning impairment results from an
overall reduction of arousal and that
enhancing Notch signaling simply
promotes arousal. However, the
authors argue in previous studies that
sleepiness does not impair learning
performance in this assay [17,18].
Where do NOTCH and their ligands
act to regulate sleep? The authors
suggest that NOTCH is largely detected
in glia, while DELTA is expressed in
neurons. They then find that selective
overexpression of the NOTCH
intracellular domain in glia results in
reduced sleep rebound, as well as
a rescue of the adverse effects of sleep
deprivation on learning. These data
suggest that glia play a role in both
sleep rebound and learning.
Interestingly, a recent study of mice in
which gliotransmission was blocked
came to a similar conclusion regarding
the role of glia [19].
The finding that reduced Notch
signaling is associated with learning
impairment following sleep
deprivation, while increased Notch
signaling can rescue this defect, raises
the question of whether Notch
signaling promotes the synaptic
plasticity underlying learning and
memory. Intriguingly, two recent
publications demonstrate that Notch
signaling is increased following
neuronal activity [2,20] and, in mice, is
necessary for synaptic plasticity [2].
How do we reconcile the findings
from these two papers in this issue [7,8]
regarding Notch and sleep? In worms,
Notch promotes sleep, whereas in flies,
Notch inhibits the homeostatic sleep
response. While the effects on sleep
regulation may be different, an
observation made in both systems is
that Notch signaling is reduced in
response to environmental stressors. In
flies, mechanical or oxidative stress
induces the Notch negative regulator
bunched, whereas in worms, osmotic
stress represses the secretion of the
Notch positive regulator OSM-11.
Further, loss of osm-11mimics the
physiological effects of adaptation to
osmotic stress [7,8]. Therefore, it ispossible that Notch has an ancient
role in the response to environmental
stressors, including sleep deprivation,
but that the behavioral consequences
of this responsemaydiffer betweenflies
andworms. In addition, considering the
growing evidence that Notch signaling
plays a role in synaptic plasticity, it is
tempting to speculate that Notch may
be one of the molecular signals
accounting for the effects of sleep and
stress on synaptic plasticity. It will be
important to see if in mammals sleep is
also regulated by Notch signaling and if
this pathway plays a role in the plastic
changes promoted by sleep.
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Evolution has no foresight, but produces ad hoc solutions by tinkering with
available variation. A new study demonstrates how evolution nevertheless
prepares organisms for the future by increasing their evolvability.Merijn L.M. Salverda
and J. Arjan G.M. de Visser*
Evolution produces ad hoc solutions
for present problems rather thanperfect designs for future needs.
Evolution cannot follow
a preconceived plan, because it lacks
foresight. In the words of Francois
Jacob: ‘‘evolution works like a tinkerer,
AAC
B
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Figure 1. Second-order selection of increased evolvability within an asexual population.
A and B represent mutant clones with increased fitness that arise and spread in a population.
Although A has a smaller benefit than B, A is the eventual winner because it produces
additional beneficial mutations (such as C) more rapidly and with greater fitness benefit
than does B before it is driven extinct by B. Time is indicated on the x-axis and population
size on the y-axis.
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R399not like an engineer [1]’’. Examples like
the vertebrate eye, where light passes
through layers of nerves and blood
vessels before reaching the retina,
show the short-sightedness of
evolution. A recent study [2]
nevertheless demonstrates that
evolution has ways to prepare
organisms for the future.
How can this be? Evolution cannot
predict future conditions, but it may
produce organisms with an increased
capacity to adapt to novel conditions,
that is, with higher ‘evolvability’ [3].
Clearly, the intrinsic ability of
organisms to evolve varies, both
at short and longer time scales.
For instance, microorganisms with
increased mutation rate show faster
short-term adaptation under some
conditions [4]. Longer-term evolvability
depends not only on the ability to
produce variation, but also on how
accumulated mutations interact to
produce new adaptive phenotypes and
functions. These interactions can be
visualized by a fitness landscape,
which plots fitness for all possible
combinations of a set of mutations [5].
The genetic architecture of the
organism determines whether its
fitness landscape in a given
environment is complex with multiple
maxima or rather simple with few
maxima and a smooth surface.
Complex fitness landscapes impose
stronger constraints on adaptation
and decrease evolvability [3].
How much these constraints affect
evolvability also depends on the
efficiency of natural selection, thus on
population dynamic parameters such
as population size and mutation rate.
Large populations more rapidly
produce variants carrying multiple
mutations that can evade constraints
such as fitness valleys [6].
Given that there is genetic variation
in evolvability, how can it evolve?
This is not straightforward, as natural
selection benefits organisms with
high fitness and not those with
increased evolutionary potential.
In order to evolve by natural selection,
variants with increased evolvability
must be associated with direct or
indirect fitness benefits. Direct
positive effects on offspring fitness
are unlikely, at least for short-term
evolvability, because genotypes that
produce relatively many beneficial
mutations tend to be those with
relatively low fitness [7]. Variants
with increased evolvability thus relyon longer-term benefits arising from
the association with rare beneficial
mutations, which they produce at an
increased rate. Such second-order
selection due to hitchhiking with
beneficial mutations (Figure 1) is also
the mechanism by which mutators,
i.e. mutants with an increased mutation
rate, reach high frequency in microbial
populations [8].
In the new study, Woods et al. [2]
report a detailed demonstration of
second-orderselectionof evolvability in
a large population of the bacterium
Escherichia coli. This population is part
of an ongoing long-term evolution
experiment with 12 populations in the
laboratory of Richard Lenski that has
been running for more than 20 years,
equalling 50,000 generations [9].
Population samples from different time
points were archived in the freezer,
which allows them to goback and study
particular instances of evolution with
‘replay’ experiments. This time, the
authors wanted to understand the
long-term fate of different clones, each
carrying a different set of beneficial
mutations, present at generation 500 in
one of the 12 populations. After 1,500
generations, two of these mutations
(in the genes topA and rbs) had become
fixed, while others had perished.
Woods and co-workers [2] thus divided
the 500-generation clones into
‘eventual winners’ (EWs) and ‘eventual
losers’ (ELs), based on whether or not
theycarried the topAand rbsmutations.
The expected scenario was that EW
clones were already more fit than theEL clones at generation 500, but
competition experiments showed that
actually the opposite was the case.
How, then, could the descendants of
the EWs eventually have won the
battle? Was this pure luck, or did these
genotypes somehow have a higher
potential to evolve? Replaying the
experiment many times starting with
the 500-generation EWs and ELs
showed that the EWs indeed beat the
ELs most of the time. As the authors
found no evidence of altered mutation
rates in either of the two types, they
suspected a difference in interactions
between the genetic background
of both clones and new beneficial
mutations. Using whole-genome
sequencing and mutant construction,
Lenski’s team succeeded in identifying
the epistatic cause of the observed
pattern. It turned out that the ELs, like
the EWs, had a beneficial mutation in
topA, but in an amino acid adjacent to
the one altered in the EW topA
mutation — a seemingly trivial
molecular difference, but one with
far-reaching consequences. Another
beneficial mutation (in spoT) that
appeared between generation 500
and 1,000 turned out to be beneficial in
the background of the EW topA allele,
but neutral in the background of the EL
topA mutation. Differences in epistatic
interactions thus caused a difference in
the evolvability of EW and EL clones.
What is particularly beautiful about
the study by Woods et al. [2] is that it
illustrates in detail how the selection of
clones with increased evolvability
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R400depends crucially on the interplay
between fitness landscape and
population dynamics. Given the
complex fitness landscape observed,
the size and mutation rate of the
evolving population set the limits for
second-order selection of clones with
increased evolvability. Had the
population been smaller, the spoT
mutation that rescued the EW clone
might not have occurred before the
clone went extinct, turning the clone
into an ‘eventual loser’ instead of the
topic of a research project. As the
authors mention, a minimal
requirement for second-order selection
of evolvability is the simultaneous
presence ofmultiple contending clones
carrying different beneficial mutations.
Beyond that, population size and
mutation rate determine how far
evolution can look into the future, that
is, how many new beneficial mutations
are allowed to accumulate before the
EW clone fixes. These results support
previous claims that there is ample
opportunity for higher-order selection
of evolvability in microbial populations,
since often multiple beneficial
mutations accumulate before
they fix [10].
Several other studies have found
evidence for the complexity of real
fitness landscapes [11–14], and for
the importance of population dynamic
parameters for adaptation on these
landscapes. For instance, it was
found that small bacterial populations
sometimes reached higher fitness
than populations 50-fold larger in size,
despite their lower fitness early on
[15]. These results were explained
by assuming that large populations
adapt by using bigger-effect
mutations — those that survive thecompetition [16] — which would
sometimes lead to local maxima.
Small populations use different
mutations each time, some of which
would lead to higher fitness maxima,
particularly when steep slopes lead
to low peaks [17]. A recent study with
the enzyme b-lactamase found that
alternative initial mutations
repeatedly directed adaptation onto
different mutational pathways [18].
Here, drift — the chance occurrence
of the first mutation — was again
important for evolvability, but it was
the mutation with greatest benefit that
directed evolution to a higher peak.
The study byWoods et al. [2] is about
selection for evolvability over relatively
short time scales, allowing a single
fixation event. However, selection for
increased evolvability may also happen
at longer time scales involving multiple
selective sweeps, but then as a result
from competition between rather than
within populations. Future studies
should address the factors determining
long-term evolvability, for which
Woods et al. [2] provide an important
framework, conceptually as well as
methodologically.
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in Post-TranslationMultiple studies question the necessity of transcription/translation feedback
loops for the generation of circadian rhythms. New data emphasize the
necessity of proteasomal degradation for circadian rhythmicity in
transcriptionally competent cells.C. Robertson McClung
Circadian rhythms, endogenous
rhythms with periods of approximately24 hours, have been described in
almost all organisms, from
cyanobacteria to humans. These
rhythms are the products ofendogenous timekeepers, circadian
clocks. Circadian clocks allow
organisms to coordinate behavior,
physiology, and metabolism both
internally and with their environment.
The molecular mechanisms by which
the circadian clock generates and
sustains a 24-hour oscillation have
been the focus of the field of circadian
biology for the last three decades.
Emerging from this effort has been
the consensus that circadian clocks in
all taxa share the common architecture
of transcriptional/translational
